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the introduction of communal representation has led to a more satisfactory representation. What are the various ways in communal representation in the local bodies of your Presidency which have brought about that result—nominations or elections or mixed electorates or proportional representation ? —The communal wards. At present they have only wards. That has given a better representation to the Muhammadans.
 153.	The Chairman :   I am not quite familiar with
the use of the word " ward."    Does " communal
ward'" in that connection mean that a particular
member or members will be elected by electors on
a list all Muhammadan ?—Yes.
 154.	And you call that a ward ?—Yes, it may be
a whole town.
The Chairman :   But still the point is it is not geographical so much as racial.
 155.	Sir   Hari   Singh   Gour:    Something   like   a
college ?—Yes.
 156.	Now if you were left to yourself and you had
not been pressed by the example set by the Legis
lative   Council,   you   would   not   have   introduced
communal  representation  in   your  Presidency ?—I
would not like to go so far as that.    I think the
pressure would have been pretty strong.
 157.	It is the  pressure of the rules framed for
the election to the Legislative Council, we will say
Montagu-Chelmsford    Reforms,    which    introduced
communal representation in the larger bodies,  the
Legislative Councils and the Legislative Assembly,
which  influenced  your   decision  in   favour   of  the
introduction   of   communal   representation   in   the
smaller bodies ?—Yes ;   it certainly helped towards
it.    But, as I said just now, I should like to qualify
that.    I   think  that  even   without  the  communal
representation in the Legislative Councils, the pres
sure for communal representation in all bodies would
have been so strong that it would have been difficult
to oppose it.

 158.	You are perfectly right, Mr. Turner.    With
the example of the Legislative bodies before them the
communities concerned would have exercised their
pressure  for the  introduction  of  communal repre
sentation in the local bodies ?—Yes.
 159.	And you think that it would have been an
unwise policy on the part of your Government- to
resist the exercise of this pressure ?—Politically it
would have been very unwise.
 160.	And in the same way,  as I understand it,
that pressure is being exercised upon your Govern
ment for communal representation in the services ?
—Yes
161.	Now is it not a fact that as the introduction
of communal representation in the local bodies ,has
impaired their efficiency to a certain extent, it has
also contributed to the impairing of efficiency in the
Services to a certain extent ?—I would not say it
has generally.    It may have done a little;   but it
has not done so to such an extent as in the local
bodies.
The Chairman : I gather that the question and answer are both limited to the question of services in connection with local bodies. We are not going at this moment into the other question.
16g. Sir Hari Singh Gour : You have just now
stated that it is on account of political considerations
that your Government introduced the principle of
communal representation in the local bodies. I
draw your attention to what you have said already
about that, that the majority of the members of
the local body if they belong to one community are
not in a position to exercise the same amount of
pressure for the purpose of collecting rates and taxes
if the taxpayers also belong to that community ?
	I thought that is the common experience in this
 163.	And that would obviously contribute to the
impairing of efficiency ?—Yes.
 164.	The Honble. Sardar Bahadur Shivdev Singh
Uberoi:  I wish to know from Mr. Turner the basis
'on which the communal representation is made in
 the localt bodies, that is, the district boards and municipal committees. Is it mentioned in the Acts that so much representation for each community should be given in the district boards and municipal committees, or is it left for the "officials to decide ? —Under the Acts of 1923 and 1925.
 165.	On   which   basis,   please ?—The   wards   are
formed according to the population, very largely so
far as I remember.    The wards are created according
to   the   population   of   Muhammadans   and   non-
Muhammadans.
 166.	May I take it that th? population of a town
plus the voting strength of each community makes
the basis of representation of each community ?—I
could not answer, I am afraid.*

 167.	Nawab Sir Zulftqar Ali Khan :   Mr. Turner,
you stated that communal representation was due
to public pressure.    May I know the reason for this
public pressure ?—The very obvious reason that-it
is almost impossible for the minorities to get repre
sentation in many places ;   and so they insisted on
communal representation.
 168.	Do you think that prior to communal repre
sentation the minorities or those communities who-
did not get sufficient representation on these bodies
got justice ?—I  think  undoubtedly their interests
were   liable   to   suffer   owing   to   the   absence   of
representation.
 169.	Do you think that it is in the interests of
the administration to ignore the claims of minorities
or those who are not already represented on these
bodies ?—That is a very difficult question to answer.
I fully agree that the minorities, unless communal
representation is given, have little or no chance of
securing representation and then- interests' are liable
to suffer.    At the same time communalism, to my
mind, has led in the past few years to a very serious
fall in efficiency of local self-government administra
tion and by that fall in efficiency the interests of the
whole community must have suffered.    It is a case
of weighing advantages and disadvantage^ on both
sides.    I  do  not think anyone who has served 25
years in this country can help sympathising with
the backward classes and «still more with the Depressed!
Classes.    We all want to get them forward if we can,,
and how we can do it without giving them repre
sentation,  I do not know;   but at the same time
communalism   undoubtedly   does    lead   under   the
present circumstances to a fall in the standard of
efficiency of administration.    That is the only reply
I can give.

 170.	Do you  think then that the  monopoly  of
these things is the only remedy for meeting the-
situation, monopoly of representation in the hands-
of those classes who had representation  before the
communal element was brought in j?—You mean the-
advanced classes ?
 171.	Yes,   the   monopoly   of   caste-Hindus,   for
example ?—Am I right in thinking that what you
mean is that, in order to secure efficiency, there is
no  other  alternative  but to  give   a  monopoly   of
representation to the advanced classes ?
 172.	Exactly.    I want to know whether, in your
opinion, that is the only remedy and you cannot
think of any other ?—Personally, I do not wish to
advocate a monopoly to any class, the advanced or
not advanced.
173.	Mr. Cadogan :  My question is with regard "to
municipalities.    It is this.    How do you account for
the representation of the Muhammadan community
being so utterly different outside the municipality
of Bombay to what it is inside ?    It is stated here
that in the Corporation, of the 80  elective seats
Muhammadans have secured 14.    I should like to
know why the representation of the Muhammadan
community is utterly different outside tiie Bombay
Municipality ?—The    Muhammadans    outside   the
Bombay City Municipality are much more scattered
• <f    •  """'"	* See statement on page 8.

